
 

The Greater Sydney Commission 
PO Box 257, Parramatta NSW 2124. 
 
Attention: Dr Deborah Dearing and Ms Calli Brown 
 
20.10.16 
 
Dear Deborah and Calli 

Re Community Engagement 
 
Thank you for meeting with us on Wednesday and listening to a couple of suggestions that we felt 
could strengthen an already excellent strategy to encourage community participation in planning for 
Northern Sydney. 
 
The flawed process of community engagement and arbitrary actions associated with Council 
amalgamations has resulted in an angry and cynical community, making the gaining of community 
confidence that much harder for the GSC. However, as we heard, your organisation is already breaking 
new ground with a strong social media campaign finding a considerable audience in previously 
disengaged cohorts. 
 
Our suggestions focused on making sure those people who did contact GSC and engaged with the 
issues continued to engage and stayed on board throughout the consultation period. The areas 
involved were the submissions process and the use of workshops. 
 
 
Submissions 

Current practices leave those who spend considerable time and thought on their submissions feeling 
undervalued and unsure that their submission has even been read.  
 
The Summary Table we left with you provides a simple yet highly effective way of drawing people on 
board rather than leaving them disaffected. This table would identify the issues raised by the 
submissions, the communities priorities identified by the number of mentions, and the names of those 
who participated - all indicators of community input being read, assessed, publicised and valued. 
 
In the meeting we discussed the issue of too many submitters making the listing of names unwieldy. 
Our view is that the need to acknowledge the work of individual community members far outweighs any 
consideration of the space needed, particularly given the common use of website sub menus to 
accommodate lists.  
 
The issue of privacy was also raised; given that some submitters preferred not to have their name 
linked to their comments. Other public consultation processes deal with the privacy issue by simply 
providing a box on the submission form allowing the submitter to opt out of any public acknowledgment 
and we would recommend this option to you. 
 
As to the limited natures of the GSC resources - the compilation of the table could be automatically 
generated from your assessment database records requiring no extra hours once the program was in 
place. 
  



 
 
 
 
On the plus side we know that the actions suggested will convey a strong sense of worth to those 
community members who have spent significant time developing their submissions. In addition, by 
sharing the data gained through the submission phase, the Commission keeps the community well 
informed lessening the chance of parochial or divisive local campaigns. Finally it will clearly 

 
 
In short we feel the Summary Table would be a valuable addition to your already extensive tool kit.  
 
 
Other observations we tabled were: 

 Providing an email option so that the submitters could easily get a copy of their submission 
 Providing greater clarity as to what is negotiable and what is not so that submissions are 

pertinent and the submitter has avoided any unnecessary work  
 
 
 
Feedback 
As we noted at the meeting, the GSC Engagement Strategy is the best we have ever seen in a large 
Government project. However one particular commitment caught our eye. It concerned feedback from 
the Commission and appeared twice: 
 

 3. GSC Engagement Framework 
 Provide feedback on what is said and the difference it did or did not make. 

 
 5. Engagement Principles 

 We will provide opportunities for people to get involved, provide feedback and share 
their ideas. 

 
All three of us read this statement as a guarantee of an individual response to our personal 
submissions. This would require some significant effort on the part of the GSC. We raised this briefly at 
the meeting and raise again here, as we would recommend amending this line if this is not the intention 
of the GSC. 
 
Once again, at the risk of boring you, we recommend the Summary Table as a simple and far less time 
consuming way to let submitters know that their specific points had been addressed.  
 
 
 
Workshops 

With the limited time we had left we briefly drew your attention to a reiterative workshop process which 
immersed participants in the research, posed questions, sought practical and innovative solutions, 
refined the options, developed papers, and in the end produced an agreed vision and strategic plan 
which had full community backing.  
  



 
 
 
 
 
We understand that the Greater Sydney Planning Commission SC is not starting from scratch and has 
used the Strategic Plans from all contributing Councils as the basis for this community consultation. 
 
However most of the Northern Sydney Councils carried out these community consultations 8 to 10 
years ago. 8 to 10 years ago we were talking about sustainability but lacked industry know-how or 
practical examples of how we should be achieving this. Today we are in no doubt: on site waste water 
treatment, solar energy and micro-grids, electric vehicles, wildlife corridors, pedestrian friendly 
precincts, community gardens, green buildings - the list is extensive and much more defined than the 
ambitions 10 years ago. So there is a great need for a more immersive program over a longer period 
than the current GSC workshop process and timetable to flesh out these new directions. 
 
The objectives that we identified as missing from the submissions process; that of being listened to, 
input assessed, work put on public display, and contribution valued through feedback, in our view 
should also be the GSC workshop objectives.  
 
We acknowledge you are already rushing to meet the District Plans timetable but would urge you to 
consider calling on Government to allow you more time for the workshop process and development of 
the Plan. 
 
Thank you once again for your time and the discussion. We are passionate about the need for 
consultation between the Government and community. The stronger the community engagement 
processes - the stronger the shared commitment to our future. 
 
And in the end that is the goal for all of us. 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Greg Roberts, Graeme Jessup, and Lesley Stevens 
Active Pittwater Community members 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
22.10.16 
 
Additional Note 
 
 
Deborah 
 
Good to chat with you at the BIMBY seminar last Monday. 
 
It was particularly interesting for me to note that the BIMBY process is very similar to our 
process  the one we used for the Pittwater community engagement  the one we were 
planning to go through with you and Calli. 
 
As we heard, a major point that Kim Hitch emphasized many times, was that the fundamental 
community engagement process should not be hurried. 
 
The time allotted - from gathering together good cross-sections of stakeholders, taking them 
through all the workshopping, to the end agreement - needs to be at a pace that ensures 
continuing community support. 
 
I recall a figure he mentioned of up to around 2 years!?  Pittwater took well over 1 year.   
 
Kim also made the point that the process needed to be financially supported to allow for both 
the process and the time. 
 
When you think of it, it is a very small investment overall when compared with the subsequent 
investment for the Greater Sydney region project that flows from it  the infrastructure, the 
houses etc.  At that point, the cost to make alterations to the Plan could well be very high, and 
possibly impractical and/or unaffordable. 
 
At the October 12 meeting with you and Calli, we also stressed the importance of conducting 
thorough and current research through workshopping. I recall you felt that the number of one-
day workshops needed to cover the Northern Sydney region would be beyond the resources 
of the Commission.  
 
Sadly, we ran out of time for debate on this aspect, however, we would welcome a further 
opportunity to outline a workshop methodology to you which would not be impractical, either in 
terms of numbers or expense.  

The need to deepen the workshop experience was highlighted for me at the October 10 
meeting in Newport.  The very short time allowed for Q & As certainly left a feeling of 
inadequate engagement and many of the Pittwater community who attended left feeling that 
their contributions had neither been sought nor valued.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

and able to contribute knowledge and skills to the success of a project  and in this case to 
contribute to the successful development of the Greater Sydney region.  
 
The magnitude and complexity of ensuring a high quality result for the Greater Sydney region 
needs and deserves enough time and investment to do it thoroughly, and not be rushed. 
 
We would be happy to take this further if you wished, although, as we said in the letter, we are 
aware that you do have limited time to meet the District Plans timetable. 
 
Our entire concern is for an excellent result for this wonderful area in which we live. 
 
With best wishes 
 
 
 
Greg 
 
 
 
 
 




